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YSS Yamato

The YSS Yamato, NF-X2-01 is a Yamato-Class Flagship which was constructed at Libra Star Fortress for
use in the Second Expeditionary Fleet. It serves as the flagship for the 2XF under the flag of Mikasa
Sorano Taisho. She is commanded by Ikeda Chiyo - Taisa. “The Reforged Sword.”
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History

Yamato - the Name, Motto, and History

The YSS Yamato logo, motto, name, and condensed history can be found below.

Named Yamato after the ancient term from which Yamatai would eventually come from.
Yamato, NF-S1-0002 originally built at Hoshi no Iori by Ketsurui Fleet Yards in YE 25 for the Star
Army of Yamatai's First Fleet.
Commanded by Chujo Anzai Saya
YE 25 - YE 29 was involved in the war with the Mishhuvurthyar, which would later be called the First
Mishhuvurthyar War and served with distinction.
YE 29 - Was operated under the flag of then Mikasa Sorano-Shôshô.
Heavily damaged during its last engagement the Yamato was sent to Nataria Fleet Depot Nataria
for possible decommissioning.
YE 30 - Due to Fleet strength reductions, it was mothballed and sent to the Himiko System Fleet
Depot for processing.

The Yamato receives a second chance to serve the Empire when in the later days of YE 31 it
was transferred to the Second Expeditionary Fleet. Many of the primary systems were non-
functional when Mikasa Sorano selected it.
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YE 32 - The Yamato was put in for massive refit/overhaul at Chiharu no Iori, it was transferred to
the Libra Star Fortress for the actual work when the Zodiac-Class Star Fortress came online.
YE 33 - The Yamato emerges from Libra Star Fortress as the first Yamato-Class Flagship in the first
weeks of the new year.

Ikeda Chiyo - Taisa is assigned as commander of the flagship.
The Yamato completes its maiden voyage; traveling to Chiharu no Iori stationed in the
Veronica system to oversee the deployment of a 2XF Standard "Guriddo" System
Deployment.

Crew

More characters will be added to the page as they are encountered ICly.

Rank Name Species Position

Taisa Ikeda Chiyo NH-22C Yamataian (M) Captain

Onkei KAMI AI

Crew details

Ikeda Chiyo

Brown hair always perfect, kept to two inches in length
Blue eyes, round
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